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If at first you don?t succeed?

A month has passed since the terrorist attack in New York, and
things have returned to business as usual for the world?s employees.

Behind the shroud of normalcy, corporate executives, elitist
patricians, and the head of the Intercorpex stock exchange have all
used the incident to vie for more power on the global stage. As the
city is gripped in hunt for those responsible, Liberteum is forced to

deal with infighting in its own ranks plans its next assault.

After underground sweeps for the terrorists by America Incorporated
come up empty, Intercorpex dispatches Chief Inspector Zyree and a
beautiful, but by-the-book, colleague to conduct a search of their
own. Haunted by revelations made in the wake of the last attack,
Zyree takes a different approach to locate his elusive foes. Thrust

into the middle of political bickering and infighting, it falls to him to
defy the odds and accomplish his mission before Liberteum?s

devastating vision can be realized. He may be too late.



When a high-ranking figure is kidnapped and three wealthy
patricians are found murdered, speculation runs rampant about who
is really behind the nefarious plot to destabilize the corporate system.
As powerful leaders point fingers, Liberteum launches the second
phase of their ?Archimedes? plan. Once again the world must hold
its breath and brace for the worst as markets tumble towards zero and
New York erupts into sea of gunfire in a day that will change lives

forever.

AMERICA, INC.: BOUNDED RATIONALITY continues the saga of
the ultimate struggle between liberty and tyranny. Loyalties are
shifting. Alliances are fracturing. Political bickering threatens to
undo the utopian society. Can differences be aside before it?s too
late, or will egotism and overconfidence finally allow terrorists to

succeed in plunging the world into the darkness of another economic
depression?

The novel is written from the perspectives of multiple characters,
putting the reader in the middle of the action and creating a much

richer personal connection to them.

Politics is a common thread that runs through the fabric of all human
endeavors, and the year 2088 is no exception. This is not a novel
with random violence leading to no discernible end. Everything
happens for a reason, and political maneuvering is at the heart of

most of it.

AMERICA, INC.: BOUNDED RATIONALITY is a terrifying look at
what the world could be. The themes in the novel have plenty of

modern day significance.

Check out www.americaincorporated.info for exclusive content and
insights into the novel. Choose your side by purchasing your copy

today!
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